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Lead the Change You Want to See

The COVID Gender Gap
As this exhausting year ends, I want
to focus on the extraordinary toll
COVID has taken on the majority of
our population- females.

LEE MOZENA
Founder & Owner

Diversity
Consultant

The pandemic is hard on everyone.
It’s harder for women. It’s hardest
for Black, Brown, and Indigenous
women- and even more so if they're
lower wage earners.

Why? The heavy lifting of children’s needs (any age)
falls on us- and so does elder care. Despite
significant gains in the workforce, we still earn
about 10% less than men. And that money often
has to support more people.
Any crisis can force us into emergency mode and
exhaustion. COVID can be an especially terrible and
costly beast- in the short and long term. Women
are coping with these changes by playing it safe on
the home front and pulling back on their careers.
Data from a 2019 Women In the Workplace report by
Lean In showed similar gender rates in three key
areas: not dropping out of the labor market, asking
for promotions, and negotiating salaries.

Sign up!

Continued on page 2

DEC EVENTS
1-11
Start Up WA

Apply for Round 3
funding for up to $20K
at Working Washington
Small Business Grants

Giving Tuesday
Vox helps you get the
most bang for your
buck, or see local
donation options at:
Sustainable Seattle.

Braver Angels
Free workshops
24/7 on how to
have civil talks this
holiday.
Santa Stole My
Girlfriend
Get new music by
Chris Watson and
Bri Stauss here.
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The COVID Gender Gap, continued
But the same study concluded that in 2020, COVID precipitated a female
leadership recession that's reversing these gains. It states: "...mothers were
found to be two times as likely as fathers to worry that their performance at work
was being judged negatively because of their child care responsibilities during the
COVID-19 crisis."
If you're fortunate enough to have
a job, working from home during
COVID can be frustrating. And it's
a luxury many blue collar and
essential workers don't have.
The reality is, care-taking includes
many factors beyond our control:
child care centers close, helpers
don't show, people get sick, teens
and toddlers can be disruptive.
What can you do to help-

Learn more about gender diversity at Visual Capitalist

During this season of gratitude I'm reaching out to support women who are at
wit's end. Here are my suggestions if you want to do the same:
Acknowledge- their challenges, talents, and extra efforts during COVID
Encourage- parents especially, since its a 24/7 job with delayed rewards
Listen- sometimes we just need to 'trouble talk' with a peer, ally, or friend
Mentor- help them keep an eye on their prize of long term life/career goals
Pay- if you have the option, a promotion or generous bonus is even better

December Projects & Updates
Build Lake City Together, (BLCT) is a collaborative and inclusive planning
process. I'm volunteering for Children's Home Society of WA to help improve
quality of life for all in my neighborhood.
I've joined the Association of Women in Communications, and look forward
to working on the national professional development committee.
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